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ABSTRACT ilk

A study examined students'.achievemeni in vocabulary'
development/under two modes, teacher directed instruction and
comptiter-assisted instruction. The subjects--38 seventh graders who
had a one to three year vocabulary deficit, accordingto the "Iowa
Test of Basic Skills" pretest in vocabulary -=were divided into two
groups, Sample A (control) and Sample B (experimental). Sample 'Owes
given vocabulary instruction using the computei.program, while Sample
B was given the same lessons using the print-out'from the computer..
,The computer corrected the control group and the students corrected
the errors with the class in the experimental, group. Results of the
study showed no significant difference between the two methods of
instruction. However, there was a slight difference 'in favor of the
experimental', teacher-Iiirected group, showing that computer-assisted
instruction is an educational tool but not a replacement for
teicherk. (An appendix contains lists of the 38 students, their
pretest scores, and copies of the vocabulary tests at they were
given.) (DF) .
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ABSTRACT..

This study examined students' achievement in vocabulary

development under two modes: teacher direc411 instruaiori
4

versus computemassisted instiuction.

The samples were selected front a middle class.surbutban.

urban area... All of the students wdre in the seventh grade'

and had a one to three year vocabulary deficit, according

to the Iowa Test of Basic Skills pre testy.n vocabulary.

Two Aroups-were-q.ormed aid labled Sample A - the con-

trolled group, and Sample B - the'experimenial group.

Sample A was given vocabulary instruction using the

computer program, while Sample -B was given the same lessons

using the print out form from the computer. .The computer

corrected the controlled grotiR and the students corrected

the errors with the class in VA= experimental group.

. The results of this study concluded that there was no

significant difference between the two methods of instruct-

ion. Howevet, there was a alight mean difference An favor

of the teacher directed groltp.
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Thee sfeudy was 9dertilien: as an attempt at providing

evidence of vocabulary development for seventh grades

remedial readersty comparing the resultssof Computer-.
/

Asp/lilted Instruction to teacher directed instruction acid

reinfoicement"
2

Statement of Problem°
. 4

Do seventh graderemedial readers, evidencing a low-

average ability in vocabulary, learn more rapidly through

the computerized instruction program or,the4tacher

directed aetivifies program?

1/
Hypothesis

414

There will,* no difference in vocabularydeveiopment

fc& a sample of low-average seveqh,graders 'given computer-
.

ized remedial instruction when compared to a
second

sample
/

given teacher directed actitties, using the same word list,"
.

Signikicance of Problem

For years nov, computer have entered the classrooms

attempting to enhance the leagnini environment of its

'students,

Harold Strang (1972). along with Robert/Frazier and

Susan Zaslaf (1970) haye conducted studies which show

that Computer Assisted .Instruction (CAI) does in 'fact have
positive affects on the learning environment,or disabled

learners,.

This study, on the other hand, is being conducted to
A

determifie if there is a significant difference between

4
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Learning vocabvlary meanilfs through a computet (requiring

a one letter, one number or one *ord response), or'a

teacher dirdted activity which ehables the child to '

physically write the 'words and Interactimith.the class.

rDefinitionti.

CAI A Computer Assisted Instruction - refers to a

special'computerprogram which adapt!' to the. *1

individual need of each student. in each strand.

Strand - An area .of instruction?structured intothe com-

puter eutriculuM,

TP . --top owki the term used when..t,be .student has

reached the, maximum scorecin any Wand.

CCO 6 Computer Curriculum Corp, - publisher of the

Jod.cherts handbook .for Reading. for Comprehension,

Average-low - ranking of students whose Iowa Test of Basic

Skills scores fall below the 33rd percentile in

this district. et.

ITBS - Iowa Test of Basic Skills - standardized test used
.

in this district, also used for placement level of

students. (le. SCE or Chapter I remedial program

SCE StateCordpensatory Education - remedial progrm

funded by state.

Chapter I - formerly Title I - remedial program' federally

funded.

Surbu'rban/Urban Area - the classification given to the'

district studied by the state evaluation commi;ttee.
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ASSUMPTIONS

I is assumed the Iowa Test of Basic Skills scores

can be used as an accurate measurement to.piace students

in this remedial program.,

It is assumed that the pre and post tests will

accuYately mdasure the vocabulary development (v. growth
Is. 1

of each student.

It is assumed thai%the selection' words. by the

Computer company will-accurately represent the vocabulary

for each grade level.

'It ts assumed that the teachers involved will not

effect the test icorew and have a good rapport with the

students.

LIMITATIONS
I

,

This research is limited to the'average to lowjeventh

grade student in need of vocabulary remediation as defited

by the achievement score on the Iowa Test of Basics 'Skills;
.

. .

Only students with an estimated third to sixth grade vocabu-

lary level will be used in thj.s study.

PROCEDURE-
A -Atte

A group of seventh grade students was selected showing

a one 'to three year dificiency in vocabulary. The vocabuj

lacy levels'were determined from the October pretests given:

the Iowa Test of Basic Skills and the Botel Tee of Word

'Oppositeb.

A third test, Computer Vocabulary Synonyms, was

7
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designed and administered in a similar fashion to the Botel

Test of Word Oppolills to obtain the students prior.know- %

ledge of the words to be studied. This la. 4 list-was

compiled from the teacher's handbook ding Compse-

hension, grades three to six. The pretest was administered

in February to both samples over a two day period.

All the pietest scores, from all 'three tests, were

placed on a chart for each student and assignment.to sample

was made,

Sample A, consisting of students given remediation

through the Computer Assistant Instruction lab oply,wae

designated the controlled group.

Sample.B, the experimental group, was given vocabu-
.

lary remediation in their regular re4ding class using the

same word list utilized in. the computer lab in print out

format.

Each *group worked approximagely 20 Finu)es a dal on

the assigned lessons. .

° In April the students were post tested using the

Computer Vocabulary Synodyms Teet utilized for pretesting

to determine what mean score difference, if an betwepn
1

. .

the samples existed as a result of the differenti

instructional modes. A t teat was used to test the signifi-

cance of the difference between, the means.

RESULTS

The students were grouped according to the Iowa Test

4
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of Basic Skills.pre test, using the vocabulary grade equi-
.

valent scores. The test was administered in October, 134.

Table 1 illustrates the mean, standard deviation and t for

SaMples A and B.

TABU 1

IOWA PRE TEST SCORES IN VOCABULARY

GROUP MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

Sample A 5.97 .99 .09

Sample B 5.91 .79

Table 1 shows there is no significant difference between
f.

the twe groups in vocabulhry knowledge.

The Botel TeptilfiludjaaELlts-kas also used o

establish a vocabulary level on the two oups. This pre

test was administered inSeptember 1984 and also'gave a 'grade

equivalent .dcore. Table 2 illustratea the mean,' standard

deviation and t for both samples.

TABLE 2

BOTEL PRE TEST SCORES IN VOCABULARY

GROUP MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

Sample B 5.22 . .89

a

t

.3b

Table 2 shows there is no significant difference

between the two groups according to the Botel measure of

vocabulary scores.

a
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In order to measure the,vocabulary development for the

two sample groups a pre test was given.to establish a com- .

A
puter vocabulary score. This`test was titled the Computer

Vocabulary' Synonym Test, given in February-1985./ Table 3

illustrates the mean, standard deviatio; and t for the

sample groups.

GROUP

TABLE 3

COMPUTER VOCABULARY PRETEST SCORES

MEAN STANDARD .DEVIATION t
- .

Sample JA 4.05 .91 .34 .

Simple B 73.95 .97*
,

Tattle 3 Shows there is no significant difference between

the twoigroups in the prior knowledge of the computer

vocabulary words in this program;

To estimate the vocabulary
1

growth between the two samp eE

a post test on the Computer Vocgbulary Synonyms Test was
s

given in April 1985. Table 4 illustrates the mean, standard
A

deviation and t for the two sample groups.
\

ft. TABLE 4

COMPUTER VOCABULARY POST TEST SCORES:

GROUP MEAN
k

STANDARD DEVIATION t

Sample A

Sample B

4.42

4.74

`1:12

.87 .

.89

Table 4 indicates there is no >significant difference

10
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between the two samples in 'vocabulary development. However,

there is a alight mean difference in favor of the teacher

directed. group, Sample B.
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CONCLUSIONS-AND IMPLICATIONS

Upon examination of the collected data for this study,

it was concluded that there .was no significant pfference

in achievement in vocabulary as measired by the ilynonym test

between sampleseusing either computer assisted instVintion or

teacher directed instruction. The hypothesis that there

would be nc lifference is supported and therefor it is

concluded,rthat the Modes of presentation of vocabulary

material, that is, on a monitor screen with computer assisted

scoring and grading or. the same material, computer igenerated

and printed but directed by the teacher, area, essentially the

same in so far as instructional effects are concerned. There

is no significant/difference between the two forms of pre-

sentation.

It should be noted, however, the same teacher directed

sample appeared to enjoy their work activity more.and did

achieve slightly more. Perhaps the interaction with the

teacher and/or the satisfaction attained from working in a

familiar, i.e., workbook, format, though computer generated

and printed, produced the apparent enjoyment and concomitant

greater, though small, achievement.

Further study should be undertaken to continue the

assessment of the value of Computer Assisted Instruction.

It seems 'obvious that the minor differences in achievement

in the study happened by chance and that, vocabulary exer-

cises can be handled by a computer directed programs

12



relieving the teacher for more professional activities.

This possiLlity, alone, merit.; computer use.
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The research availabel on computers and reading

instruction is increasing daily. However, research dealint

specifically with vocabulary growth is not as prevalent.
e. A

The study done by Carol L. Balog in 1981 regarding the

immediate feedback of the computer and its impact on reading

shows that CAI does enhance the learning environment of the

disaoled reader.' !-:

..

Though the reasorig varied between cognitive and be-
. I.,

.
.

havioral theory, the enjVl'esults was a positive one when -

CAI'Ivas instituted.

Balog, in her research, describes a study conducted

in Maryland by,R. I. Fazier and S. S. Zaslav which is closely

related to,t study currently being conducted. ,Frazier and

Zaslav used nonautomated electric typewriter to teach words

from the Dolch list and the school's basal reader, Twenty-

two second graders at least one year below grade level in

reading were used. One- half of the sample was.given CAI.

the other half was not. Test scores at the end of the study

showed a two year gain for the CAI group as opposed to a

one year gain for the other.

Frank H. Heppner along with three other colleag .es frdm

the University of Rhode Island, in Kingston, reported in

their study of reading performance on a standardized test,

that their subjects did .better on tests from print than

from computer display. They said that the participants

expres5ed strong subjective beliefs that they could read

J. 0
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the print material faster, with more comprehension.

The population tested was from the university's stu-

dents, staff,-and faculty, using the Nelson -Denny Reading

Test (Riverside 1960).

The subjects were broken into two groups, "A" and "B".

Group A worked on the computer for the first part of the
4

test while Group B worked from the printed page material.

After twenty minutes-they were stopped and iasked to switch

places to complete the test.

The results, scores were significantly better on the

print forms than the computer forms.. Students who indicat,

ed regular computer

progrars, :led a 1

either by profession or gas student.

ger difference between computer_ and

print scores, when dared to the gro as a whole. The

researchers believe this suggests that computer familiarity

does not alterthe relatiie difference6 n performance

scores. What they did state was intere tiny, about this

factor is that regular computer users had much better

scores on both computer and print formats than nonusers.

Further proof supporting the idea that regular computer

use helps to improve standardized test scores comes from .

1

several school surveys conducted.bk Instructional Systems,

Inc. in Englewood Cliffs?, N.J.

The statistics included samples 'from New Jersey'and.

Now York ranging from grades two to six, and one handicated
O

grop. The standardized tests used in the various'school

districts were the CaliforniaAChigagiatni_la

lb
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Achievement Tests, Stanford Achievem6nt Test in Reading,

Metropolitan Achievement Test and the Iowa'Test of Basic

Skpills. N

The tests primdrily showed that the students with CAI.

did exceed the scores of the students without CAI, in read-

ing and in math.

They also stated that the time on task did vary and may

have played some parts in the results.

Computers have also been used by the U.S, Army and Navy

to assist their literacy efforts (Blanchard 1985). The

initial research has shown the literal comprehension skills

improve, about as much as would be expected from noncomputer

generative exercises, but,in about hall the time.

'Areas of computer assistance cover vocabulary develop-

ment, problem solving using historical filand animation

simulating time travel. This, transports the user to

another setting and has them apply newly learned functional

literacy skills to solve a problem. Stud skiljspaand

navigation, Sentence arrangement, paragraph organization and

missing word strategies acre also apart of this innovative

projecj.
#

William H Rupley and Patricia Chevrette (1983) reassure

teachers that the question of &odputers rep acing them is

no longer valid. Instead, they are seen as a valuable

instructional tool which offers more variety in learning

tasks. Their article also states several reasons why

17
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students in a CAI reading program have ,h1gher'achievement
1 .

in reading than those only using a traditional 'basal reader

approach.

1, The care and skill.with which the CAI programs

are ,designed to give individualized instrAct-t

ions with immediate feedback,
vt.

2, The student is motivated through success which4

leads .to the developmentof a 'more positive_i__

attitude and a core pleasurable' learning

experience,

3. Students working at a computer terminal are

more likely to be actively engaged in the

learning task for the duration of the lesson,

contrasted with when working\in seats or

individually.

4. Research alsO shows that time on task is

another main variable related to student

achievement in reading: This active engage-

ment is eisentisi, to the learning process and

support for this statement is found in studies

done by Duffy (1980), Brophy (1979), Heilman,

Blair and Rupley (1981),

O'Donnell (1982) concurs that if properly used, computer

assisted instruction seems to have a positive .influence

upon student achievement. She describes the "computer

managed instruction" (CMI) by citing Moursand (1980):

4
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"Computer `managed instruction is the use of the.

computer asa record beeper, idagnostic tester,
%

test scorer, and prescriber of ,what to study

next.".

She concludes that bbth CAI and CMIscan.enhance teach-

ing and learning,'especiallyAs they are becoming more

readily affordable and as more ins rxictional programs are

developed and reffned, .Thus giving. More schools the
.

opportunity to. experiment with computers to learn their

potential as well as their limits.

The CMI program was used for five years in the Bel-

vedere-Phrkway Elementary School, in Calgary. Tests results

did show better re cing achievement and improved attitudes

towards learning.

Balajthy (1984) cites-interesting advice on how to

select the appropriate software for students and says that'.

excellent materials for reading can be found in programs

designed in the content area.

In Ai article "The Computer vs Real Reading Instruct-
. 4

ion"(Kastler and\Roser 1982), real reading is defined as

"contact with print for a purpose." They go on to say that

a child may have ,fun playing as s/he is learning, however,

some children lack the adequate experiential background

needed to learn to read, Therefore, reading must be

presented 'so that the purpose(s) of print are clear,

a

.f
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Xastlee.and Roser cite three characteristics of "real

reading instruction" :
u

. 1.. Readers have a purpose for reading.

2. ffhereiis a. exchange or interaction between
1

language and print.
, .

3. There are opportunities to respond to their ,

reading in a variety of ways to extend the

print experiende.

In conclusion, this article.statesthat technology in

the classroom is a certainty, and has beoomelan Option prac-

tice. However, teacher-pupil exchange is still the basis

of instruction.

Not 211 research Is in favor of this new wave of

teOhnolbgy. In an, atricle titled "The Case Against the

Classroom Computer," by Antonio.:Gollan .(1980), the computer's

true value in class is questioned. One point made is" that,

computerized education relizes mainly.,on stimuli- response

learning, much like the discarded "teaching machine"

developed by B.F. Skinner after World War.II.

Another paint made is that student input-pi*.onlY limited

to brief responses registered by touching a keyboard, which

does not allow for the same thought processes as writing an
/ "..essay. Golij.an continues by citing Hartoonian, who states

that writing requires reasoning on a more advanced level,'

which becomes more formal as tudents prepare written

presentations.
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Hohver, the behavi,or modification of the titiMulus.

response approach to education rejects he development of

reason. j .41

Concluding this article with'a comparison to ratarch

done on teaching 4ing television, he cites ,the Zmeryi.

Their study suggested that' tfie very act of watchiAg

television, no, matter whit the piogrdinming of subject matter

can interfe with analytic\thought. Too' much technology

can decrease creativity (B.F. `Skinner)..

Finally, Gollan suggests that momputer and television

tare, intrinsically, media of authoritarianism; the prfnted

word is an instruMent of liberty. He further claims that

the most remarkable computer is the human brain.

Jades B. Parsons' article "The Seductive Computer; Can
A

It Be Resisted?," seems to agree with Gollan's study.

Parsons claims that the interaction between a computer and
T.

its user does notwork towards the creation of meaning.

He feels it is just a means of retrieving information.

His concern is that computers will create the needs instead

of providing for the individual needs.

The January 1985 issue of the NJEA Review contRins

a report which identifies New Jersey's computer needs. The

survey was released from Trenton.

The findings of his report show that school districts

in high socioeconomic categories have more experience with

computers than those in less wealthy disi,:icts. There is

4,
r)
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44

&.:

a.lower studept-to-computer ratio as well, in the mealthier

The average New Jersey tIchool contains 59.9 students

for every microcomputer or computer terminal.

They fuither state that the results of this survey

will be used by the _Department o2 Education to help .

regional curriculum services develop computer applications,
.

set up user grOups by specific content areas and establish

a computer network among districts. They are also worki--

on a survey of computer hardware', boon to be .released.

4

I
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SUMMARY

The research iat)ler thus fat' has ghown that CAI is

a viable teaching option, not a replacement..for the teacher.

Computers do help to increase standardized test scores.
,

Some of the posi:tive
.

41.

of this increase are

statements cited to give evidence

factors such ias immediate feedback,

extended time on tasktmore active participation and good

motivation. The U.S. Armed forces shows that the same

amount is ultia_tely learned, but in half the time.

Still others feel that too much use of technology can

decrease one's creativity and does not require an advInced,

level of reasoning, such as writing.

or

19
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TABLE 1

SAMPLE B - EXPERIMENTAL

STUDENT PRETEST

IOWA-VOC-G.E.

PRE TEST

BOTEL-VOC-G.E.

PRE TEST

COMPUTER-VOC

POST TEST

COMPUTER- VO'C -G.E

1. Daniel 4.6 5 3 '5

2. Dalia 5.9 5 3 5

3. Joseph 4.9 4 3 4

4. Cherie 6.1 7 5 6

5. Donielle 6.2 6 y 5

6. Josephine 4.6 . 5 4 4

7. Urmella 6.2 6 3 5

8. Kristen 5,9 5 5 5

9. Gerard 5.2 3.2 3 3

10. Mike 5.2 5 5 5

11. Marisol 6.2 5, 3 3

,12. Doniella 5.7 4 3 4

13. Mary 6.4 5 ,) 3 5

14. Steve 6.6 6 5 4

15. Jennifpr 6.7 5 4 5

16. Dorothy 6.1 5
L
, 5

17. Jef f 6.4 () 5 6

18. Pichlr; 6.7 6

19. ;-n,.0 f..' ..
`>

:hAtt ',how, the pre And pw;t tot ScorPc; for (,.1:1!1F, A,

tht, co-putor dc,c;itf.d
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TABLE 2

SAMPLE A - COMPUTER ASSISTED

STUDENT:

1.

iv

3)

4,

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

'P 'E TEST PRE TEST PRE TEST

lA-VOC- G.E. BOTEL-VOC-G.E. COMPUTER-VOC

POST TEST

COMPUTER-VOC-G.E.

Scott

Dennis

7.2

6.1'

6

6

5

5

John 5.2 5 3

Paul 6.6 6 5

Sharonda 6.1 6

Tammy 5.9 4 4 -

James 6.1 6 3

Tammy S. 6.4 6 4

Daniele 5.2 4 3

Kelly 7.0 6 6

Toni 6.1 5 6

Bibi 3.5 3.1 3

Nick 3.8 4 3

Tabatha 6.7 5
010

4

Guadalope 5.9 4 4

Eugene 6.9 5 5

Mike 5.7 4 5

Renee 6.1 6 4

John S. 6.9 6 6

The -Ihnve Table shows the ore and post test scores for Sample B,

the ';""IP th computer' assisted in',truction.



NAME DATE PERIOD

COMPUTER SYNONYM VOCABULARY TEST

DIRECTIONS: Read each row across. Find the word that is the same or
nearly the same as the first word that is numbered. Undtrline
your choice

1. trick treat joke smile laugh
4

2. wise smart dumb wild inch

3. start knee finish stare begin

4. few 4 magnet fly a little. many

5. gentle harsh mild . gem /- rather

6. doubt sure double unsure safety

7. narrow thin thick naval scamper

8. wander roam stay wonderful patient

9. valuable costly cheap vain oxygen

10. quarrel fight rock friend enough

1. agriculture agreement farming canyon city

2. declare state ask discuss gallop

3. coarse rough carve material smooth

4. disguise disgust recognize hide lashI

5. hesitate wait continue mistake juice

6. nation notion city country state

1. jealous genuine envious material faint

8.'particular serious special patience material

9. .shiver shiny shake motionless ghost

10. urge influence stop -weary ugly
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1. achievement accomplishment coax failure. reputation
.

2. dehydrate .moisture fatigue dry pallid

3. blunder succeed mistake banish humiliate

4. gadget device giggle liquid gravity

5. Capsize pill upturn capture wierturn

6. cautious careless nitrogen careful serene

7. observe obstacle see listen amuse

8. sequence symbol tournament order ultimate

9. vicinity vacant area vivid survey

10. quarantine quarry isolate spread indignant

IV.

1. abolish abound end combat save
.

2. desolate deierted occupied feat kindle
.1

3. predicament prejudice uneasy satisfying
situation

mangled

4. nonchalant happy zeal nomadic disinterested

5. obese slender . sullen fat obsolete

6. frugal wasteful fresh notable economical

7. mutilate manipulate deform fix exert

8. eliminate durable exhilarate remove replace

9. adversary argument colleague arid enemy

10. crevice solid crack gauge morsel
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